A Rising
STAR
By: Mitch Markowski
Mike Markowski resides in Calverton, Long Island,
New York. He is a member of the SLI racing pigeon
club. He developed a liking for pigeons early in life.
His first interest was in fancy pigeons like Nuns.
Later he became more interested in the flying types
like saddle homers, which he flew and showed. He
did well and won numerous awards. As he grew
older he became more intense about the flying
aspect and was drawn to the racing homers.
He started purchasing breeders through I-pigeon,
various auctions and the convention auctions. The
young ones he raised, he placed in my loft. In the
first year, his birds won several prizes including third
in the LBRA auction race in young birds and first
and second in the combine in the old bird series.
He then decided he would like to fly the birds
himself and proceeded in building a flying loft. He
consulted several top fliers in the SLI Club, which
included Joe Colondona, Sami Eljamali, John Leggio,
Frank Danowski and Harold Samuels. All gave him
very constructive advice. He basically consolidated
all their advice and put up his loft.
In 2014 Mike started his first racing season.
Unfortunately due to the age of the youngsters
(almost moulted out) before they were let out
and some health issues, almost 80% were lost.
Undaunted he consulted an avian vet who helped
him with their health issues. In his first race, Mike
only had 1 out of 9 return. After treating his birds
by the vet’s recommendations, most of the birds
returned in his second race. The birds improved
with each successive race. By the end of the season,

Mike had recorded his first win at the 200-mile
station along with two seconds at the 150 and 200.
In his second season Mike’s birds again faced some
health issues but this time got it quickly under control
with the help of the Cornell Duck Research Lab.
During this season Mike’s birds were able to place in
the top 20 in 7 of the 9 races they flew. He recorded
a third in the club and third in the combine in the
300-mile race. In addition his birds placed 4th in the
NSBR band race, 3rd and 4th in the LBRA auction
race and 3rd in SLI challenge race. Not bad results for
a 2nd year flier or even an experienced flier.
Mike is now trying to develop a family of racing
pigeons by utilizing his breeders. Some birds have
already bred winners with several mates. One hen
has bred consistent birds with three mates. Although
many of his birds are Jansenn based he also utilizes
the older breeds like Delbar and Devriendt.
Mike is always attentive when established fliers
like Richie Smith are willing to impart some of their
knowledge. Recently at the Big Apple show in
Connecticut when Rich was expounding ideas Mike
made sure to listen. Mike knows one shortcut to
success is to let the experienced fliers let you know
what works and what does not.
Mike is now strategizing for the next year by
planning his breeding pairs. He is looking at the
previous year to se what worked and what didn’t.
He knows there will be much work ahead but he
also knows what you put in is what you get out.
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THE STORY OF #557

CJ’s Pride
By: Cliff Baynon

Back in early February of 2015, we were in the midst of the breeding
season, raising from eggs what would be our 2015 Racing Pigeon
Young Bird team. Ten-year old CJ would make his routine patrols
through the breeding sections of the loft, peaking into each of the
nest boxes to see how the eggs and hatchlings were doing. One day
he called me into the breeder section and was holding a 7-day old
hatchling in his hand. It was very different looking than its nestmate
as well as both of its parents. Both its parents were solid dark color,
as well as its nestmate. This bird, recently banded #557, was just
beginning to grow its feather quills and had many white feathers all
over. CJ immediately asked, “Dad, can I have this pigeon?”
For the past decade I have flown each racing season as partners with
Tommy who breeds half of the team at his house and brings them
over to settle and fly from my loft. After many successful pigeon
racing years together, Tommy requested a break from racing the birds
this year, and for that reason we only have a limited amount of birds
bred and designated for the race team. I know that giving a bird
to CJ means that he moves it over into his loft section, tames it and
makes it his pet instead of being raced. When I saw how enthusiastic
that CJ was about this bird, despite having only half of the usual race
birds for the team this year, I told him, “Of course you can have him.”
CJ & Ryan have a loft section
that belongs to them. They put
their pet birds in that section
and often spend time in there
with their birds. Little brother
Ryan is a master of taming birds
with such tricks as teaching
birds to sleep on their backs in
his hand or on a flat surface. CJ
often employs 8-year old Ryan
to help tame his own birds in
their loft section. When their
friends come over, they often
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bring them into the loft to hold their
birds. There are many times when
they will bring their birds into their
play fort with them or walk around
the yard with them. They have even
taken them into the pool with them,
training them to sit on a pool float
beside them. On occasion, CJ brings
his pet birds into the house with
him, but is not allowed to keep them
indefinitely in his room despite his
repeated requests.
At the start of the summer, CJ requested to be my flying partner
this year knowing that I was giving it a go without Tommy. The
arrangement was that he would help where he could around his school
schedule. He requested that in exchange for his help, that he share in
any prizes that the birds win.
Early into the young bird training CJ approached me and asked if he
could put his pet bird (#557) back on the race team. I warned him that
it meant that he could risk losing him, and that his light color might
be a magnet to the hungry hawks. CJ tells me that he, “taught his bird
evasive maneuvers and that he’s too fast to get caught by a hawk.”
Road training began with the birds from 1 mile to 100 miles from
late spring and into the summer months. Despite having taken some
losses on a couple of difficult training tosses, CJ’s #557 bird trained
successfully with the young bird race team. I called him the ‘team
mascot’ because his color stood out so much from the other birds.
The late August date of the 1st race approached. Knowing how much
time CJ spends watching this bird and how fond he is of him, I again
reminded CJ of the risk of sending his pet bird #557 to the races
which will range from 150 miles out to almost 350 miles deep into the
mountains of Pennsylvania. CJ again reminded me how fast his bird
is going to be and told me to, “Stop worrying Dad!”
For the 1st few short races (under 200 miles), CJ’s bird flew well, but
came home looking unchallenged. He would fly extra laps around the
loft for minutes before coming down to clock in and then would strut
and dance on the landing board like he didn’t even fly a race.
As we moved deeper into the race season, and the big races (bigger
distance and bigger prizes) were getting closer, #557 began to excel.

On a race morning of a tough 235-mile race, I got a call from exflying-partner Tommy. The previous races this season have all been
WEST wind (tail-wind) races, helping the birds home and making
them relatively easier races for the birds. On this morning, the
EAST winds were blowing strong. It was going to be a tough day for
the race birds having to fight a head wind for 235 air miles. Tommy
asked if we wanted company later to await the race birds’ arrival.
Tommy is very good at spotting incoming birds. His distance
eyesight is near that of binoculars! We welcomed him with an invite
to join us. The birds were released from Carlisle, Pennsylvania at
8:30AM. At 1:00PM, CJ and I were sitting in the backyard scanning
the horizon for any approaching birds from the race release
direction. We had heard of no one up the line (in Nassau County)
ahead of us reporting any birds clocked in yet. Tommy showed
up at about 2:00PM. We then got a text message with news that
someone up short of us clocked a single pigeon home approximately
5 minutes ago. Of the 173 birds in this race, that was the only one
known to have been clocked in today so far. We would need to
clock a bird within the next 20 minutes to beat that bird. Some
minutes later, Tommy yelled “BIRD!” pointing far off in the sky
rapidly approaching from up high in the distance. The bird folded
back his wings and began a rapid decent dive to the loft. As it got
closer I could make out the color realizing there was only one bird
that could be! Once down at loft roof altitude, #557 did a victory
lap around the property and landed on the landing board at the loft
entrance. He scanned in just shy of 6 hours in flight. CJ’s #557 won
1st place in the club race with over 4 minutes lead time ahead of the
next bird in the club race! Before Tommy went home, he offered CJ
“a basket full of money” to buy his bird from him, but CJ declined.
This was a proud day for CJ and his pet bird!

birds fly (337 air miles from release to our loft), and it is a race to
see who is the best of the best. We paid entry for just six birds. I
selected our 6 best candidates for entry, CJ opted to make his bird
one of our bonded entries.
As an aside, CJ has been obsessed over following news in past
months of the release of the new APPLE iWatch. He has a friend at
school that has one, and he has been obsessively reading about and
watching information videos about this new Apple device daily. At
a recent family gathering, he was intrigued that his Uncle Curtis has
recently got one, and it is now at the top of his wish list. With a $400
price tag, his now 11-year old wheels have been turning for months
trying to figure out how to fund such a purchase.
On the day of the big race, the birds were liberated at 7:30AM from
Somerville, PA. Unlike the tough headwind race that in which CJ’s bird
had excelled in the past, todays weather was a tail wind; a FAST race. It
often takes a different type of bird to prevail in a tail-wind speed race
than that which would prevail with a tough head-wind slow race.
At about 1:00PM, Tommy called and asked if we wanted company
again watching for the birds. I told him to wear his lucky hat again
and come on over.
Sitting in the yard, before Tommy arrived,
CJ says, “So Dad, if we win any prize money in this big race,
can I buy an Apple iWatch?”
Dad says, “We will have to see how much we win, and deduct
our race seasons expenses, then split what’s left.”
Some quiet time passes...
CJ says, “Dad, if we win the $2,000 1st prize, then can we go
tomorrow to Smith Haven Mall Apple store and buy an Apple
iWatch?”
Dad, “We don’t get the prize money right away, and we still
need to deduct all past expenses to see what is left.”
Some more silent time passes...
CJ, “Dad, what if MY BIRD wins the $2,000 1st prize? Then
can we get an iWatch tomorrow?”
Dad thinks for a minute and responds, “You know what, YES,
if YOUR BIRD is our 1st bird home to our loft AND wins 1ST
PLACE in the entire race, against all lofts that entered on Long
Island, then YES, I will take you to the mall tomorrow to get
your Apple iWatch.”

Three weeks later, having won 1st place in the 235-mile club race
earlier in the season, CJ’s bird was now a candidate to bond into the
big Annual Lindenhurst Bond Race, where instead of just racing
against local club members, it is an open race to the entire Suffolk/
Nassau counties. Because of the expensive entry fees and the larger
than usual $$$ prizes, all participants select only their very best
group of birds to enter this race. It is the longest race that our young

CJ’s interest level increased dramatically as his eyes hopefully
scanned the horizon for his bird that he was certain was somewhere
close to home by now.
Tommy soon showed up and we received the news that someone in
the ISLIP area clocked in a bird at approx. 1:47PM. We would need
a bird in under 30 minutes from that time to be competitive with
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that bird. At 2:10PM, the heat was on. Every minute that we did not
have a bird home, we were feeling the race slip away from us.
Suddenly, Tommy yells “BIRD!” pointing off to the Southwest. I
could see a speck approaching in the sky from that direction. As it
got closer... Tommy says “I THINK ITS CJ’s BIRD AGAIN!” Sure
enough, here comes #557 full steam towards us! I am amazed again
that his bird shows up alone, well ahead of the other 5 of what I
deemed to be the best birds on our 2015 young bird team that I had
entered into this big BOND race!
Just as this excitement was taking our focus to the left of us, to the
right up in the sky shows up a Sparrow hawk that begins hovering
about 50 yards directly above the loft. They are known to dive in
on the birds and if not kill them, scare them off for a while until the
pigeon deems it safe to return. Normally we’d clap our hands together
to make noise to spook it away, but with the approaching race bird I
was holding my breath not to create a distraction that would slow his
landing and scanning in as home. We released the dropper chico bird
to fly to the board to lure in the race bird faster. Fortunately, the hawk
did not make a dive attack on the incoming bird as they often will.
CJ’s #557 skid onto the landing board with an audible BEEP as his
leg scanner chip registered in on the underlying clock scanner pad at
the loft entrance. “2:15PM and :09 seconds”. Almost a 7-hour flight,
which is fast for that distance attributed to a slight tail wind today.
As the day progressed, and the text messages and telephone chain of
calls went around, it seemed that of the 207 birds in this race, that CJ’s
#557 bird and the bird clocked in Islip were currently the best known
timed in birds in the big race. Doing calculations on the estimated
times clocked, it seemed the Islip bird might have us beat by a minute
or so but we would not truly find out until later tonight once the
clocks were downloaded and calculated. There are also often some
race participants who will not tell anyone what time they clocked, so
they are wildcards that may even have a faster bird than we currently
know of. I told CJ not to get his hopes up too high.
Then more bad news rolled in, it turns out that the ISLIP bird clocked
was not one, but TWO birds clocked in together at the same time by
Tommy M., a really nice guy who is battling cancer. CJ was upset to
hear of the now likely 3rd place to Tommy M.’s birds, but happy for
Tom given his circumstances.
The timer clocks were printed out and the race sheets were sent into the
Lindenhurst club and by 10:00PM they were still figuring out the race
results. The race organizers gave the message that they would email the
results when done which will likely be after midnight because of the
amount of clocks that they have to figure out for all the participants. We
went to bed. The next morning, I checked the email and did a double
take when I saw the finalized race sheet result. CJ’s #557 bird had won
1st PLACE and had beat the 2 ISLIP clocked birds by 51 seconds!
Three hours later, still in disbelief that CJ’s pet bird #557 actually won
1st place in the big race, we are now 45 minutes away from home &
looking for a parking spot in the busy Smith Haven Mall parking lot.
According to Google search and a few phone call inquiries made,
this is the closest location to our house that sells the highly coveted
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Apple iWatch. We were greeted at the entrance of the Apple store by
a salesman eager to make a sale. Little did he know how easy this sale
was going to be. He opened the iWatch drawer display case displaying
a selection of about 15 colors and styles of iWatches. CJ leans in and
points at one and says “THAT ONE PLEASE”. The salesman asks, “Do
you want to try it on or have me show you some of its features?” CJ
replies, “No thank you.” He asks CJ if he’d like him to do the initial
setup on it for him (the salesman has no idea of the hours that CJ has
spent watching unboxing videos and feature videos on this watch in
the weeks leading up to this. If the salesman ran into an issue that he
needed help with on this iWatch, CJ would probably be his best go to
guy for help!) Again CJ replies, “No thanks.” Salesman looks at me in
disbelief at the speed and ease of his sale… I give him the nod and tell
him, “We’ll take it.” He’s probably thinking another spoiled kid getting
an expensive toy... If only he knew the story behind this purchase.
The next day we got the phone call for an appointment to have the
winning bird drug tested. It is standard procedure that the race
committees will often drug test the top winning birds in each race.
The bird gets put into a small wooden cage with wax paper on the
floor. They wait for the bird to poop, and then that gets sent off to a
laboratory for testing for banned performance enhancing substances.
After 15 minutes and nothing going on in the test bird cage. The drug
tester reached his hand in to move #557 so that it might stimulate
some action from him; suddenly #557 bursts out of the test cage and
began flying around the room!
They immediately yelled for all doors to be closed and to turn off all
the lights. #557 landed on top of the test cages. When they grabbed
him to put him back in the test cage, the drug tester says “Hey Look,”
pointing to a poop that the bird just did up on top of the test cage
where he landed. They carefully collected it into a lab test bag, and
he gave me 557 to take back home. This incident was funny to me
because the day before when we got the phone call that the drug
test was ordered for the winning bird, CJ and Ryan heard the phone
call. Ryan asked me how the birds were tested and I explained how
they are put into cages and await them going to the bathroom. Ryan
actually asked me if any bird has ever escaped or broken out of the
test cage? I told him I’ve never seen it happen. Now I have this story
to share with Ryan!
The next day, Bob Lutz had arranged to come over to “toss the
winning bird.” They have you release the winning bird out of your
loft to confirm that it bucks back in, thus proving that it in fact
homed back to your specific loft location where it clocked in to win
the race (and was not fraudulently clocked in at another location of
shorter distance on race day). Bob Lutz is an old pal and mentor
who I caringly refer to as my “Uncle Bob.” When Bob picked up
CJ’s winning bird he complimented how good the bird felt. He took
a photo of me holding the bird in front of the loft. I was nervous to
let the bird out alone because this time of year the hawks are so bad
that you could lose the bird on a single loft fly. We walked out into
the yard, and I pointed #557 directly at the landing board and gently
let him out of my hand intending that he fly to the landing board.
Instead of landing on the landing board, the bird took to the sky with
a couple of turns around the yard he gained altitude, then disappeared
off into the distance heading EAST as though he were leaving a race

also disappeared EAST. I nervously looked at Bob and told him this
may take a while. I asked Bob how his kids and grandkids were doing
as I continued to nervously watch the sky above and around him
as he spoke. Finally, after hearing updates on the successes of Bob’s
grandchildren, I see the 2 approaching birds. They began to circle the
loft but were feeling good and looked like they were not intending to
land anytime soon. I was unable to immediately lure them down with
multiple attempts with the chico bird. Eventually, after approximately
60 nerve-racking minutes, 557 landed and bucked back into the loft.

station on race day! There were multiple hawks up in the sky today
circling up high, which may have put the spook into him. Ten
minutes passed and the bird is still no where to be seen. Great, this is
just my luck! If something happens to this bird now, not only will we
be disqualified from the race win, but I will have lost CJ’s pride and
joy pigeon while he was at school today.

That afternoon, when CJ came home from school wearing his new
iWatch, he informed me that a couple of his iWatch admiring friends
are now trying to get permission from their parents to convert
backyard sheds into pigeon lofts. When I told CJ about the loft toss
with Bob Lutz earlier today, CJ made the official decision to retire
557 for the remainder of the racing season. His champion bird will
no longer be put at risk of loss being sent into any more races. 557
is intended to be a stock breeder and trophy bird to reside in our loft
for the rest of his days. CJ also decided that he will not sell him to
anyone for a “basket full of money” either. 

As Bob is scanning the sky in a 360-degree area looking for the bird,
I go into the loft to get another race bird to let out to hopefully lure
557 back down. I brought another race bird that is from within the
same loft section as 557 out into the same place in the yard where 557
was released and tossed him up into the air. He immediately makes
a beeline for the landing board, lands, and bucks in (exactly what 557
was supposed to do!) I went and got the same bird out again and
walked him further across the yard and tossed him into the air facing
in a different direction than the loft. He took to the sky this time and

Homeward Bound for Pigeons DVD
This DVD has excellent visuals and basic information on the aspects of history. The housing and training of race birds,
as well as, breathtaking footage on European race releases.
This custom-made, exclusive DVD was produced with the assistance of worldrenowned filmmaker Jim Jenner and former IF Vice President Paul Walsh,
who is an expert on the sport.
This innovative promotional tool is perfect for introducing schools, scouts,
4-H clubs, senior citizen groups and other non-fanciers to the rewarding
sport of pigeon racing. It is also a great addition to every fancier’s video library.

“Homeward Bound
for Pigeons”
DVD

Order a copy today for only $10 (+ $5 S&H)
from the club Secretary/Treasurer:
Val Matteucci
P.O. Box 374
Hicksville, NY 11802
Telephone: (516) 794-3612
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Rachel Kasharian
y k Hope View Loft k
By: Tim Kasharian
I want to first of all thank all involved in running this
year’s IF Convention and race. We all enjoyed it very
much. I wrote this short article on my daughter Rachel,
who has caught the “pigeon bug,” of the love and
care of racing pigeons.
Rachel is the third generation of the Kasharian family
pigeon racers. Her dad who is me (Shiloh Loft),
uncles Al (Whitehall Loft), Johnny (J Kash Roofing),
Grandfather John Sr. (Kash’s Farm Loft) and her mom
Diane who’s loft she manages (Hope View Loft). We all
fly in The North West Jersey and Morris County Flyers
Clubs in the Central Jersey Combine.
It started when we first got back into the sport in
2010. Rachel and her sister Tina would come down
into the breeding loft and handle the young ones, start
naming the youngsters and put names next to some
of the perches. It really blossomed when we attended
the National show in CT two years ago, and the fancy
pigeon show in Lancaster, PA. We bought a few fancy
pigeons for droppers including one large modena
Rachel promptly named “Spike,” even though not a
racer, he has been a great part of Hope View Loft ‘s
success this past young bird season. “Spike” was quite
the motivating cock bird for a few young hens. A few
of Rachel’s highlights of this young bird season were:
1. Winning her 1st race on her 13th birthday, 1st
club, 11th CJC combine, 1st place North Section
(180Lofts, 2868 Birds).
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2. 1st & 2nd place 150 Mile PA Tune-up, 20 lofts 348
birds with a pair of Vinnie Torre birds (winning by 5
minutes ahead of the next bird).
3. Winning 1st NWJ Club Average Speed, 1st Place
North Section, 2nd place Overall in the Central
Jersey Combine.
4. Entering 7 birds in the IF Convention Race and
clocking 5 placing birds -- 9th, 28th, 33rd, 45th, 50th.
Her first bird clocked in this year’s IF Convention Race
was “Muddy Feet” bred by Peter Wellington and was
one of her favorite birds. She was a little upset that
“Muddy Feet” was among the top 25 birds in the IF
race and was to be auctioned off. For a few weeks
Rachel was nervous about getting him back. I told her if
we could get him back for a fair price we would, but be
prepared to say goodbye.
We attended the IF auction and she went right over
and handled “Muddy Feet” right away after not seeing
him for a few weeks. When he came up the bidding
was slow and we were optimistic but soon started
climbing fast and we were out. Rachel’s face was
blushed and when the bidding was over I looked over
at her and she was sad… Momentarily… The winning
bidder and the breeder announced, “The bird goes
back to the loft manager of Hope View Loft “Rachel!”
A flushed faced little girl turned into a very happy tearyeyed little girl.
Tina, my other 13-year old daughter even though she
doesn’t have the pigeon bug is an outstanding travel
softball pitcher. I am proud of both my girls.

